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Characters • Ellie ( main character in wheelchair she has a lot of 
perseverance )

• Coralee ( Ellie’s best friend )
• Mema ( Ellie’s grandma she’s big hearted and does not 

give up) 
• Grandpa ( Ellie’s grandpa who is getting forgetful   )

• Bert (Ellie’s friend who also lives in the trailer park 
with Coralee )  

• Mom ( Ellie ‘s mom she does not take no for an 
answer)     



Setting 

Nashville ( were Ellie lives before Trailer Land )

Trailer Land ( The place were Coralee , Bert , 
Ellie, Mema and Grandpa live ) 

School ( Ellie’s school in Oklahoma )



Theme 

• The theme is don’t judge people by how they 
look. Some people look at a girl in a 
wheelchair and think she is going be all cute 
and Sunshine and needs help because she is 
in a wheelchair. However Ellie is a normal 
middle school girl that has big dreams and 
can do things on her own. So even though 
she is in a wheelchair she still is a normal girl!  



Summary 

• The book is about a girl named Ellie and she 
has CP which is a disease that makes it so you 
can’t walk, so she is in a wheelchair . She 
loves to bake and she hates when people baby 
her. Soon they move to Oklahoma to help her 
grandparents and she meets new friends and 
she starts to fit in . This story shows that you 
can do anything no matter how you look or if 
your in a wheelchair because Ellie did !



Recommendation 

• I recommend Roll with it because I think that it is an amazing book that teaches you about 
how a person who lives life in a wheelchair can still do some everyday things on their own. 
Some people think it is a boring story, however I really disagree because it is fun and exiting 
book to read not boring .So if you are searching for a book to read this is the book to chose !



Thank You!


